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Abstract: The first study of pseudo-bimolecular cycloaddition reaction dynamics in the gas phase is presented.
We used femtosecond time-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES)
to study the [2+2] photocycloaddition
in the model system pseudo-gemdivinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane. From Xray crystal diffraction measurements
we found that the ground-state molecule can exist in two conformers; a reactive one in which the vinyl groups
are immediately situated for [2+2] cycloaddition and a nonreactive confor-

mer in which they point in opposite directions. From the measured S1 lifetimes we assigned a clear relation between the conformation and the excited-state
reactivity;
the
reactive
conformer has a lifetime of 13 ps, populating the ground state through a conical intersection leading to [2+2] cycloKeywords: ab initio calculations ·
cycloaddition · cyclophanes ·
photochemistry · photoelectron
spectroscopy

Introduction
The molecular mechanisms underlying the photophysical
properties of DNA are a subject of growing interest.[1, 2] The
chemical stability of DNA when exposed to UV light is remarkably high as compared to other organic molecules,
leading to the suggestion that this factor has been crucial in
the natural evolution of the DNA bases.[1, 3–6] The main
reason for the photostability of DNA is the existence of ultrafast, nonradiative relaxation pathways that convert “dangerous” excited-state electronic energy to “safe” vibrational
energy in the ground state.[1, 2, 4, 6–10] In electronically excited
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addition, whereas the nonreactive conformer has a lifetime of 400 ps. Ab
initio calculations were performed to
locate the relevant conical intersection
(CI) and calculate an excited-state
[2+2] cycloaddition reaction path. The
interpretation of the results is supported by experimental results on the similar but nonreactive pseudo-paradivinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane, which has a
lifetime of more than 500 ps in the S1
state.

states chemical reactions are more likely to occur due to
their particular charge distributions. In the vibrationally excited ground state, on the other hand, excess energy can
readily be dissipated as heat into the solvent. This mechanism of effectively transferring the photon energy into heat
fails when excited-state reactions occur on the same timescale as the nonradiative protection mechanisms. The most
common excited-state reaction in DNA is the formation of
the cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer in a [2+2] cycloaddition
between adjacent thymine bases,[11, 12] a mutation that can
lead to skin cancer.[13, 14] This reaction has been studied by
Schreier et al.[15] in an all-thymine oligodeoxynucleotide by
using femtosecond (fs) time-resolved infrared spectroscopy,
revealing that the reaction is complete within 1 ps. Such a
high reaction rate would be lethal for DNA if all adjacent
thymine bases underwent [2+2] cycloaddition. This is obviously not the case and the remarkably low quantum yield
for this reaction is explained by a conformational restriction: a reactive conformation of the thymine bases before
light absorption is crucial for inducing the ultrafast mutagenic cycloaddition.[15] This interplay between conformational dynamics and excited-state reactivity in photochemistry
has been long appreciated.[16] Recently, we have studied this
phenomenon in a series of organic molecules by using both
computational and fs time-resolved experimental methods.[17–21] In the Hofmann–Lçffler and Barton reactions,
where the key 1,5-hydrogen transfer step of the reaction has
to be preceded by a conformational change, no ultrafast reactivity is observed.[19–21] In 1,3-dibromopropane, the photo-
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dissociation of a highly excited Rydberg state takes place
through a coupling to a dissociative valence state, a coupling
that is significantly modulated by the conformation of the
CH2Br groups.[17, 18]
In this work, we aim for a better understanding of photoinduced [2+2] cycloaddition dynamics, especially with respect to the relation between the ground-state conformation
prior to light absorption and the resulting excited-state reactivity. Recently, pseudo-geminally disubstituted [2.2]paracyclophanes were shown to be well suited for studying the interaction between functional groups.[22] Thus, we have
chosen pseudo-gem-divinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane (GEM),
shown in Scheme 1, as a model system for the [2+2] photo-

the [2+2] cycloaddition cannot take place. PARA thus
serves as an non-reactive reference compound for comparison with GEM. Here, we study the excited-state dynamics
of the isolated molecules by using time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy[23–34] (TRPES), supplemented by ab initio
calculations.

Results
Crystal structure determination: The obtained structures are
shown in Figure 1. In the crystal structure of GEM, the
anti–anti and the syn–anti conformers are present in the

Scheme 1. The
three
conformers
of
pseudo-gem-divinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane. From left to right: anti–anti, syn–anti, and syn–syn.

cycloaddition. As shown in Scheme 1, the molecule can in
principle exist in three different conformers depending on
the relative orientation of the vinyl groups: the anti–anti,
syn–syn, and syn–anti conformers. In benzene the molecule
cyclizes quantitatively upon irradiation with a UV lamp. It
does so even when left in diffuse daylight.[22] As indicated in
Scheme 2, the cyclized product is formed only from the

Figure 1. Crystal structures of GEM (two conformers overlayed) and
PARA as obtained from X-ray diffraction measurements.

ratio 73:27 (shown as overlayed structures). In the crystal
structure of PARA, two independent molecules are present.
The molecules both possess inversion symmetry and are
closely similar (root-mean-square (r.m.s.) deviation of all
non-hydrogen atoms is 0.02 ). For simplicity, only one of
these structures is shown in Figure 1.
Gas-phase UV/Vis absorption spectra: The absorption spectra of GEM and PARA are shown in Figure 2. In the spectrum of GEM the region around 280–340 nm reveals two

Scheme 2. The photoinduced [2+2] cycloaddition in GEM.

anti–anti conformer. Thus, GEM seems to be a good candidate for comparing the excited-state dynamics of two different types of conformers: one that is suited for [2+2] cycloaddition and one that is not. Except for 1,3-dibromopropane, the molecules studied previously must undergo significant conformational changes to reach the reactive conformation. With the use of the
[2.2]paracyclophane
scaffold,
this is no longer the case; the
ethylene units are well situated
for photoinduced [2+2] cycloaddition. We have also studied
the
isomeric
pseudo-paradivinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane
(PARA). In PARA the vinyl
groups are oriented such that
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Figure 2. Absorption spectra of GEM (a) and PARA (c) arbitrarily
normalized to the peak at 249 nm.
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weak, barely distinguishable features with maxima around
285 and 315 nm (not visible in Figure 2). Further to the blue
part of the spectrum there is a stronger and better defined
maximum at 249 nm.
The position of the absorption maxima in the spectrum of
PARA are very close to those of GEM, indicating that the
difference in the electronic structure at the Franck–Condon
(FC) geometry between PARA and GEM is minor. This
supports the use of PARA as the non-reactive counterpart
to GEM.
Ab initio calculations
Pseudo-gem-divinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane: The optimized geometry of the anti–anti conformer of GEM is shown in
Figure 3 (left). Note that the molecule does not possess Cs

as the paracyclophanes. Furthermore, this ratio (  3:1) is
available from the X-ray data presented above. If the conformers would equilibrate after sublimation of the sample
from the crystalline phase, the ratio could change in the gas
phase. Based on the calculation of the vinyl twist transition
state involved in the conversion between the anti–anti and
syn–anti conformer, we find that the electronic-energy barrier on the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level is 10 kJ mol1, which is considerably more than kBT at 120 8C. Thus, we believe that the
conformer ratio present in the crystal will be preserved in
the gas phase after sublimation.
In the ionic ground state (Figure 3, right), the vinyl
groups are almost in plane with the ring, the twist angle
being reduced to 78. The difference in the twist angles between the ground and ionic states is expected to result in an
extended Franck–Condon progression in the photoelectron
(PE) spectrum as was previously observed for substituted
styrenes.[38]
To explore the electronic character of the excited states in
the FC region, vertical excitations of the anti–anti and syn–
anti conformers were calculated. The calculated excitation
energies are shown in Table 1, together with approximate
Table 1. RI-CC2/cc-pVDZ excitation energies of GEM (anti–anti and
syn–anti conformers) and PARA compared to experimental values obtained from the gas-phase absorption spectra. Values are given in [eV].

Figure 3. B3LYP/6-31G(d)-optimized geometries of the anti–anti conformer of GEM in the neutral ground state (S0) and the cation ground state
(D0).

symmetry; the two halves are twisted, reducing the symmetry to C1. This distortion was also observed in previous computational and experimental studies of [2.2]paracyclophane.[35–37] An important point to notice is that the vinyl
groups are twisted by 268 out of the plane of the phenyl
rings. The twist angles in the syn–anti conformer (not
shown) are similar. Comparison of the calculated structures
and the crystal structures presented above is not straightforward, because the former represent gas phase structures,
whereas the latter are solid-state structures. The twist of the
two halves that reduces the symmetry is also observed in the
crystal structure. On the other hand, there is a considerable
difference between the calculated and the crystal structures
with respect to the twist angles of the vinyl groups. This difference could be due to limited space in the crystal lattice,
that constraints the vinyl-group twist angles. This constraint
is not present in the gas phase, which, in our opinion, means
that detailed comparison between the calculated and the
crystal structures should not be overestimated.
It would be desirable to be able to calculate the heats of
formation of the calculated anti–anti and syn–anti geometries and to predict on this basis a ratio of the anti–anti to
syn–anti conformers. But this would require calculation of
heats of formation within chemical accuracy, which to the
best of our knowledge is not possible for molecules as large
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S1 (p!p*)
S2 (p!p*)
S3 (p!p*)

calcd
anti–anti

GEM
calcd
syn–anti

exptl

PARA
calcd
exptl
anti–anti

4.17
4.38
4.59

4.17
4.38
4.59

4.0
4.3
4.98

4.15
4.40
4.64

4.0
4.3
4.98

experimental values obtained from the maxima in the absorption spectrum. The reader is referred to Heilbronner
and Yang[39] for a thorough description of the electronic
structure of paracyclophanes. The orbitals involved in the
most important configurations in the excited states of the
anti–anti conformer are shown in Figure 4. The orbitals for
the syn–anti conformer are very similar. From the perspective of the individual halves of the molecule, calculations
predict the S1 state to be quite similar to the S1 state of styrene, with HOMO1!LUMO and HOMO!LUMO + 1
being the most important configurations.[40] The S2 state is
described by numerous configurations and no simple characterization can be made. The S3 state is mainly a HOMO!
LUMO excitation. Note that in the HOMO there is a nodal
plane between the styrene units, whereas in the LUMO
there is not. Furthermore, as can be seen from the perspective of the ethylene groups, the HOMO!LUMO excitation
is analogous to the p!p* excitation that leads to the ethylene dimerization. Thus, we expect the HOMO!LUMO excitation to describe the diabatic state that is reactive in the
[2+2] cycloaddition.
According to the Woodward–Hoffmann rules pericyclic
reactions that are forbidden in the ground state are allowed
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aspect of the [2+2] cycloaddition in GEM, following the
gradient difference and derivative coupling vectors towards
the CI primarily leads to an approach of the outer carbon–
carbon pair in the forming cyclobutane ring, which further
emphasizes the asymmetry of the reaction. The asymmetry
is most likely due to the presence of the rigid paracyclophane scaffold that makes it unfavorable to obtain a geometry with symmetrical CC bond lengths. This implies that
the bond formation in the [2+2] reaction in GEM is asymmetrical, which in the most extreme case would mean that
the reaction is not concerted, but stepwise with a biradical
intermediate in the ground state. It was not possible to
locate such an intermediate, though, as CAS (4,4) geometry
optimization started close to the CI clearly converged towards the cyclobutane product.
The quasi-diabatic potential energy curves along the linearly interpolated [2+2] cycloaddition reaction path in the
anti–anti conformer of GEM are shown in Figure 6. It is ap-

Figure 4. RI-CC2/cc-pVDZ orbitals calculated at the FC geometry in the
anti–anti conformer of GEM.

in the excited state (e.g., Ref. [41], and references cited
therein). In the case of ethylene dimerization, computations
do indeed predict the pericyclic reaction to occur through a
conical intersection between S1 and S0.[41, 42] Therefore, a
search for a conical intersection (CI) between S1 and S0
leading to [2+2] cycloaddition was conducted. The resulting
geometry and branching space vectors are shown in
Figure 5. The geometry is quite similar to the corresponding
CI geometry calculated for the ethylene dimerization.[41, 42]
The major difference is the asymmetry present in the
carbon–carbon distances of the forming single bonds (1.98
and 2.55 ), compared to the value of 2.19  computed for
the ethylene dimerization.[42] Considering a more dynamical

Figure 5. The geometry, gradient difference (g) and derivative coupling
(h) vectors at the S1/S0 CI in GEM. Distances are measured in [].
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Figure 6. RI-CC2/cc-pVDZ potential energy curves along the linearly interpolated reaction path from the FC to the CI geometry in the anti–anti
conformer of GEM. The excited-state curves are constructed so as to
represent approximately diabatic states Sa (^), Sb (&), and Sc (c) (S0 =
 ) The S1/S0 CI is marked by the arrow.

parent that the reactive diabatic state is Sa (the S3 adiabatic
state in the FC region), agreeing with our expectations
based on the discussion above. The interpolated reaction
path in the S1 adiabatic state involves a small barrier of
 0.2 eV of electronic energy. One should keep in mind,
though, that the minimum energy path could be different
from the linearly interpolated one and, thus, not involve a
barrier. Calculating a reliable minimum energy path using
SA-CASSCF would be prohibitively computationally expensive, though, because a reasonable active space should include all the sixteen p electrons. Furthermore, when taking
the momentum of the wave packet into account it is not
necessarily so that the minimum energy path will be the one
followed, because inertia also plays a role, as seen for example in the variation of S1 lifetimes in a,b-enones.[43] Such dynamical effects can only be correctly addressed computationally by molecular dynamics simulations.
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Pseudo-para-divinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane: The calculated geometry of PARA (not shown) is very similar to the geometry of the corresponding crystal structure (see above). As
opposed to the case of GEM there is a quite good agreement between the vinyl-group twist angle of the calculated
and the crystal structure, the values being 248 and 298, respectively. As discussed for GEM, we do not find that further detailed comparison of the calculated and crystal structures is justified. In contrast to GEM, PARA is symmetric
and possesses Ci symmetry. A scan of the twist angle, while
relaxing all other parameters, was performed. The scan revealed that the electronic energies of the Ci geometry and
the C1 geometry, in which one vinyl group is twisted in the
opposite direction, are identical (within 1 meV). Furthermore, there is virtually no barrier separating them. Thus, in
the gas phase at elevated temperatures, conformers covering
a broad range of twist angles are expected to be present, effectively reducing the symmetry of the molecule to C1.
Excited states were calculated and the three lowest excitation energies are shown in Table 1. Their predicted electronic characters are very similar to the corresponding states in
GEM, agreeing with the similarity of the absorption spectra
of the compounds.
Time-resolved photoelectron spectra: Ionization occurs to
the ionic ground state, for which the ionization potentials
(IPs) were previously determined by HeI photoelectron
spectroscopy to 7.8 and 7.9 eV for GEM and PARA, respectively.[44] In the two experiments with pump wavelengths of
lp = 249 and 300 nm, and a probe wavelength of le = 400 nm,
the total energies of one pump and two-probe-photons are
11.2 eV and 10.3 eV, respectively. Time constants and decayassociated photoelectron spectra were determined by fitting
the TRPES data set SACHTUNGRE(Dt,E) to the following expression
[Eq. (1)], by using a Levenberg–Marquart global fitting routine:
SðDt,EÞ ¼

X

Ai ðEÞPi ðDtÞ  gðDtÞ

Figure 7. TRPE spectrum of PARA excited at lp = 249 nm and probed at
le = 400 nm.

focuses on the region between 0.5–3.3 eV. The PE spectrum
is broad and has no obvious structure. This is in agreement
with the computational finding that a broad range of vinylgroup twist angles gives rise to an extended range of conformations, leading to an inhomogeneous broadening of the PE
spectrum.
The low-kinetic-energy region, below 2 eV, is delayed as
compared to the high-energy region above 2 eV (not visible
in Figure 7 due to the time scaling). This is the signature of
a lower lying state being populated by internal conversion
from the initial state excited at the FC geometry. The internal conversion converts electronic to vibrational energy,
thereby shifting the signal to lower kinetic energies. Fitting
the TRPE spectrum as described above, gave three time
constants of (50  30) fs, (0.6  0.3) ps, and > 500 ps, and the
decay-associated spectra of these three channels are shown
in Figure 8. The third time constant was too long to be reasonably estimated from the fit, but a lower bound of 500 ps
can be stated. As can be seen, the rise time of the delayed
part of the spectrum—corresponding to the region of the

ð1Þ

i

where the decay-associated spectrum Ai(E) represents the
fitted amplitudes across the kinetic energy spectrum of the
time-dependent population Pi(Dt) of the ith channel, convolved with the experimentally determined Gaussian crosscorrelation g(Dt). For details see reference [45]. In the following, we define normalized decay-associated spectra as
decay-associated spectra that have been normalized to have
a maximum amplitude of 1.
Pseudo-para-divinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane: For PARA, only
data with lp = 249 nm and le = 400 nm were recorded. The
resulting time-resolved photoelectron (TRPE) spectrum is
shown in Figure 7. From the IP and the total photon energy,
the maximum kinetic energy of the photoelectrons in the
one-pump-plus-two-probe-photon ([1,2’]) ionization scheme
is 3.3 eV. The region of the spectrum corresponding to [1,1’]
ionization, below 0.2 eV, is not considered. The data analysis
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Figure 8. Normalized decay-associated spectra obtained from the global
fit of the TRPE spectrum of PARA excited at lp = 249 nm and probed at
le = 400 nm (c = 50 fs,  = 0.6 ps, and & = > 500 ps).
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decay-associated spectrum that has a negative amplitude—is
50 fs. The intermediate state in the scheme has a lifetime of
0.6 ps, decaying to a much longer lived species with a lifetime of more than 500 ps.
Pseudo-gem-divinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane: From the IP and
the total photon energies, the maximum kinetic energy of
photoelectrons from GEM is 3.4 and 2.5 eV for the lp = 249
and 300 nm experiment, respectively. Thus, these are the
cutoffs below which the temporal evolution of the TRPE
spectra in Figure 9 has been analyzed. As can be seen, the
spectra are very similar to the ones of PARA.

Figure 10. Normalized decay-associated spectra obtained from the global
fit of the TRPE spectrum of GEM excited at lp = 249 nm and probed at
le = 400 nm (c = 120 fs,  = 330 fs, and & = 8.2 ps).

portantly, the time constant of the last step is 8.2 ps, much
shorter than the > 500 ps for the same step in PARA.
For the lp = 300 nm data (see Figure 9 a) there are no
time-delayed features in the TRPE spectrum. Time constants and decay-associated spectra were determined by fitting the region of the TRPE spectrum below 2.5 eV in the
same manner as it was done for the lp = 249 nm data described above. The resulting three time constants are (340 
50) fs, (13.5  1.0) ps, and (400  50) ps, and the decay-associated spectra for these three channels are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 9. TRPE spectra of GEM excited at a) lp = 300 and b) 249 nm,
both probed at le = 400 nm.

As was the case for PARA in the lp = 249 nm experiment,
electrons can also be generated from a [1,1’] ionization
0.3 eV above the IP. Thus, the data analysis has been focused
on the region between 0.3–3.4 eV, which corresponds to a
[1,2’] ionization. As found for PARA, the low-energy region
of the spectrum is delayed in time as compared to the highenergy region, indicating a sequential process. Time constants and decay-associated spectra were determined by fitting the TRPE spectrum in the same way as for PARA. The
resulting three time constants are (120  30) fs, (330  50) fs,
and (8.2  0.9) ps, and the decay-associated spectra for these
three channels are shown in Figure 10. As can be seen, the
rise time of the delayed part of the spectrum is 120 fs. Im-
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Figure 11. Normalized decay-associated spectra obtained from the global
fit of the TRPE spectrum of GEM excited at lp = 300 nm and probed at
le = 400 nm (c = 340 fs,  = 13 ps, and & = 400 ps).

Discussion
Pseudo-para-divinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane: The rise time,
50 fs, obtained from the fit of the TRPE spectrum, is assigned to population of the S2 and the S1 state from the ini-
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tially excited S3 state. Because these states have overlapping
PE spectra, it is not possible to assign whether the dynamics
are sequential—population of S2 followed by a decay to
S1—or parallel—population of both S2 and S1 from S3. We
assign the 0.6 ps decay to the lifetime of the S2 state, whereas the subsequent long-lived decay, > 500 ps, is attributed to
the lifetime of the S1 state. This interpretation of the decay
dynamics is shown schematically in Scheme 3, assuming se-

Scheme 3. The reaction dynamics in PARA and GEM as interpreted
from the TRPES data. The symbols Saax and Ssax represent state x in the
anti–anti and syn–anti conformer, respectively. Sprod0 refers to the groundstate product of the [2+2] cycloaddition. The lifetime of the Ssa1 state,
which decays by two different pathways, is indicated by t.

quential population of the S2 and the S1 state. The S1 lifetime in PARA is significantly longer than the styrene S1
state lifetime of 88 ps,[46] but similar to the 100–300 ps lifetime of the S1 state in the benzene dimer.[47] Assuming that
the S1! S0 population decay pathway of PARA is similar to
the one of styrene and other substituted benzenes, the
reason for the long S1 lifetime could be the rigidity of the
paracyclophane cage structure, which restricts the out of
plane motions of the benzene ring that lead to the S1/S0
CI.[46–48]
Pseudo-gem-divinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane
Exciting the S1 and S2 state directly: In the lp = 300 nm experiment both the S1 and the S2 state can be excited by the
pump pulse. Thus, the TRPE spectrum is expected to reflect
dynamics evolving in both states in parallel. From a kinetics
perspective, this would give rise to a bi-exponential decay.
This is indeed observed. The fact that the decay-associated
spectra are identical can be explained by ionization through
an intermediate state, that is, the absorption of the first of
the two probe-photons is resonant. Thus, the decay-associated spectra are identical because they represent the PE spectrum of the intermediate highly excited state. We assign the
340 fs to the lifetime of the S2 state. The two long time constants, 13.5 and 400 ps, are assigned to the lifetime of the S1
state in the anti–anti and syn–anti conformer, respectively.
This assignment is depicted schematically in Scheme 3,
where, for simplicity, only sequential population of S1 is
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shown. The interpretation is supported by the fact that the
mean value of the ratios of the 13.5 and 400 ps decay amplitudes is 3.4, fairly close to the 3:1 anti–anti/syn–anti conformer ratio measured in the crystal structure (see above). One
possible explanation for the relatively long lifetime of the S1
state in the reactive anti–anti conformer is the presence of a
barrier along the [2+2] reaction coordinate, as predicted by
the calculations. The 400 ps lifetime of the syn–anti conformer agrees well with the > 500 ps lifetime of the S1 state in
PARA. However, the fact that the S1 lifetime is shorter in
the syn–anti conformer of GEM excited at 300 nm as compared to PARA excited at 249 nm, gives some evidence that
the ethylene group might cross the rotational barrier to
form the anti–anti conformer, thus providing an additional
decay channel that is not present in PARA.
Exciting the S3 state: The 120 fs rise time obtained from the
fit of the TRPE spectrum measured when using lp = 249 nm
is assigned to population of the S2 and the S1 state from the
initially excited S3 state. As was the case for PARA, these
states have overlapping PE spectra, so it is not possible to
decide whether the dynamics are sequential or parallel. The
decays are interpreted as described in the previous section;
the short time constant is the lifetime of the S2 state, whereas the longer one is that of the S1 state (see Scheme 3). Note
that the S2 lifetime, 330 fs, is almost identical to that observed when exciting the S2 state directly, despite the fact
that the vibrational energy content is approximately 0.7 eV
higher in the former experiment. We assigned this to be a
signature of nonadiabatic ultrafast dynamics, where population transfer is poorly described by density-of-states-based
models, such as the Fermi Golden rule, because it is determined by the momentum in a small subset of the vibrational
coordinates.[43, 45, 49, 50]
In this experiment we do not observe a bi-exponential
decay of S1. We believe that this is because both conformers
exhibit an S1 lifetime of very similar magnitude. Considering
that the vibrational excess energy in the S1 state when populated from the S3 state is approximately 1 eV, we find it
likely that the rotational barrier of the vinyl group can now
be crossed on a shorter timescale, bringing the molecule
into the reactive anti–anti conformation in which [2+2] cycloaddition commences through the S1/S0 CI. In the framework of intramolecular vibrational-energy redistribution
(IVR) this is indeed plausible. Thus, the vinyl-group rotation
is a low-frequency mode that, because of a high density of
states, is favored when IVR commences in the S1 state of
the syn–anti conformer. Assuming that the S1 lifetime of
both conformers is similar, it means that the rate of conversion of the syn–anti to the anti–anti conformer is faster than
the rate of the [2+2] cycloaddition. The lifetime, 8.2 ps, is
shorter than that observed for direct excitation of S1 in the
lp = 300 nm experiment, 13.5 ps. This shortening of the lifetime can be explained by the higher vibrational energy content when S1 is populated from the higher-lying electronic
state. The higher vibrational energy content might mean
that the barrier towards the S1/S0 CI (in the present case
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leading to a [2+2] cycloaddition) is crossed faster, as was
previously observed for substituted benzenes.[46]

Conclusion
The first study of a pseudo-bimolecular [2+2] cycloaddition
in the gas phase was performed by using time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy. Use of the [2.2]paracyclophane
scaffold made it possible to place two ethylene units at a distance from which the pseudo-bimolecular reaction can take
place. Thus, pseudo-gem-divinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane was
chosen as a model system. Two conformers of the molecule,
the anti–anti conformer, which is reactive in [2+2] cycloaddition, and the syn–anti conformer, which is not, were identified with X-ray diffraction measurements of the solid
sample. The presence of these two types of conformers
makes the molecule an ideal system for an investigation of
the relation between ground-state conformation (determining the Franck–Condon geometry) and excited-state reactivity in a [2+2] photocycloaddition. Experiments were also
performed on the reference compound pseudo-para-divinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane, in which the ethylene units cannot
react through [2+2] cycloaddition. The S1 state in PARA
has a lifetime of more than 500 ps. When exciting the S1
state in GEM directly, the two conformers seem to exhibit
quite different lifetimes; 13.5 ps in the anti–anti and 400 ps
in the syn–anti conformer. This result shows the importance
of the molecular conformation prior to light absorption in
inducing a [2+2] cycloaddition: the S1 lifetime in the nonreactive syn–anti conformation is significantly longer than in
the reactive anti–anti conformation. Furthermore, the experiments show that it is only the lifetime of the S1 state, in
which the calculations predict the [2+2] cycloaddition to
occur through a S1/S0 conical intersection, which is significantly affected by the vicinity of the ethylene units. Accordingly, the observed S3 and S2 state lifetimes of GEM and
PARA do not differ much.
With respect to the [2+2] cycloaddition leading to thymine dimerization in DNA, a conformation which is nonreactive in [2+2] cycloaddition will be crucial because it
allows for electronic relaxation mechanisms to efficiently
compete with the harmful thymine dimerization channel.
Thus, extrapolating from the findings of this work, it would
seem that the ground-state conformation before light absorption is just as important as the relaxation mechanisms in
protecting DNA from photodamage, consistent with the suggestions of Schreier et al.[15]

Experimental Section
The pseudo-gem and pseudo-para isomers of divinylACHTUNGRE[2.2]paracyclophane
were synthesized as described by Hopf and coworkers.[22, 51]
Experimental setup: The UV/Vis gas-phase absorption spectra were recorded with a Varian 5e spectrophotometer by subliming the solid at
140–150 8C into a homemade evacuated quartz cell with a light path
length of 10 cm.
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TRPES experiments were performed by combining a femtosecond laser
system with a supersonic molecular beam magnetic bottle time-of-flight
photoelectron spectrometer. The molecular beam magnetic bottle apparatus has been described in detail elsewhere.[52]
The femtosecond laser system consisted of a Ti:sapphire oscillator (Spectra Physics, Tsunami, 80 MHz, 800 nm, 80 fs) pumped by a Nd:YLF
diode laser (Spectra Physics, Millenia). The output of the oscillator was
amplified by a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (Coherent, Legend,
1 kHz, 130 fs) pumped by two Nd:YLF lasers (Positive Light, Evolution).
Femtosecond laser pulses of wavelengths lp = 249 or 300 nm were used in
the pump step of the experiment. Pulses of lp = 249 nm were generated
by noncollinear sum frequency mixing of the fundamental with the
output of an optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS, Light Conversion),
followed by frequency doubling. Pulses of lp = 300 nm were generated by
the fourth harmonic of the output of a second TOPAS. For the probe
step the second harmonic (le = 400 nm) of the fundamental was used.
Pulse energies for lp = 249 and 300 nm, and le = 400 nm were 1.5, 1.7, and
15–25 mJ, respectively. The pulses were focused mildly into the interaction
region by an f/100 concave Al mirror. Estimated pulse intensities were
1  1012 W cm2 for the pump pulses and 5—9  1012 W cm2 for the probe
pulses.
The temporal cross correlation between the pump and probe pulse in the
lp = 249 nm, le = 400 nm experiment was measured by the rise time of
diazabicycloACHTUNGRE[2.2.2]octane ionized by one-pump-plus-one-probe-photon
([1,1’]) and was determined to be (130  10) fs. Because the cycloaddition
experiments were performed by using [1,2’] ionization, this value was rep
duced by a factor of 3/2 to (115  10) fs assuming Gaussian pulses of
identical length. The temporal cross correlation in the lp = 300 nm, le =
400 nm experiment was measured by using [1,2’] ionization of trans-1,3butadiene and was determined to be (130  10) fs. The time delay between the pump and the probe pulse was computer controlled by a motorized linear translation stage. At each time delay, the pump–probe
signal was determined from the total signal by subtracting the background signal due to electrons generated by the pump and probe pulses
alone.
In the interaction region, a high-intensity, supersonic molecular beam
propagated perpendicular to the incoming laser pulses. The beam was
generated by a 1 kHz Even–Lavie valve with a 250 mm diameter conical
nozzle. Helium was used as carrier gas with a backing pressure of
3 kTorr. The solid sample was introduced into the body of the valve and
sublimed by heating the valve to 110–120 8C. To prevent condensation of
solid sample in the valve opening, the nozzle was heated by a separate
heater to keep its temperature approximately 20 8C higher than the temperature of the body, but still below the decomposition temperature of
the compounds. The photoelectron kinetic energies were calibrated by
using the known photoelectron spectrum of NO.[53]
Computational details: Ground-state-optimized geometries and frequencies were determined at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory by using
Gaussian 03.[54] TURBOMOLE V5.8 was used to calculate RI-CC2/ccpVDZ vertical excitation energies[55, 56] at these geometries. State-averaged complete active space self-consistent field (SA-CASSCF) calculations have been performed by using MOLPRO 2008.1.[57] A search for a
CI between S1 and S0 in the anti–anti conformer of GEM was performed
by using SA-CASSCFACHTUNGRE(4,4)/6-31G(d). A transition state for the [2+2] cycloaddition in the ground state was located by using HF/6-31G(d) and
was used as a starting point in the search for the CI. The active space in
the CAS calculation consisted of four electrons distributed among the
two highest occupied p orbitals and the two lowest unoccupied p* orbitals. An excited-state [2+2] cycloaddition reaction path was approximated by a linear interpolation in internal coordinates between the groundstate geometry and the geometry at the CI. Single-point excitation energies were calculated along the path by using RI-CC2/cc-pVDZ.
X-ray single-crystal diffraction
GEM
Crystal data: C20H20, Mr = 260.36, monoclinic, P21/c, a = 7.5693(3), b =
11.1089(4), c = 16.8257(6) , b = 100.518(2)8, V = 1391.04 3, Z = 4, lACHTUNGRE(MoKa) = 0.71073 .
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Data collection: A colorless plate (ca. 0.45  0.35  0.20 mm) was mounted
on a Bruker Kappa APEXII diffractometer. A total of 28 853 data were
recorded to 2q 668, of which 5244 were independent (Rint = 0.023).
Structure refinement: The structure was refined by using SHELXL-97.[58]
For the disordered carbon atoms the bond distances, bond angles, and
thermal parameters were restrained to expected values. The hydrogen
atoms that were attached to fully occupied carbon atoms were located on
difference maps and refined isotropically. The remaining hydrogen atoms
were placed in calculated positions and refined by using a riding model.
The final R2 (all reflections) was 0.126 for all intensities and 311 parameters (160 restraints) with R1 (I > 2s(I)) 0.042; S 1.05.
PARA
Crystal data: C20H20, Mr = 260.36, triclinic, P1̄, T = 173 8C, a = 8.1557(4),
b = 8.9210(4), c = 10.7187(5) , a = 69.715(5), b = 77.906(5), g =
74.628(5)8, V = 699.27 3, Z = 2 (two independent molecules, each with
inversion symmetry), lACHTUNGRE(MoKa) = 0.71073 .
Data collection: A colorless block (ca. 0.4  0.35  0.35 mm) was mounted
on an Oxford Diffraction Xcalibur E diffractometer. A total of 58 433
data were recorded to 2q 608, of which 4036 were independent (Rint
0.030).
Structure refinement: The structure was refined by using SHELXL-97.[58]
Hydrogen atoms were included by using a riding model. The final R2 (all
reflections) was 0.122 for all intensities and 181 parameters, with R1 (I >
2s(I)) 0.041; S 0.94.
CCDC-788032 (GEM) and 788033 (PARA) contain the supplementary
crystallographic data for this paper. These data can be obtained free of
charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.
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